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Origin of this PayTo merchant guide

Background

PayTo is a new payment method that aims to replace the legacy method of setting up direct debits. 

It’s a payment method that brings enormous value to merchants, for instance, instant settlement. 

However it also relies on payers needing to authorise their side of the agreement within their 

internet banking - outside of the merchant’s environment where they initiated the process. Without 

considering the whole customer experience, Payers and merchants could be left lost in the process, 

leading to poor adoption and continually dealing with legacy direct debit records.

In the face of the coming challenge, Azupay commissioned a study to look into the attitudes towards 

the current direct debit process and how best to implement PayTo, given its nuances.

This guide was created out of explorative research conducted with prospective users of PayTo. The 

research was primarily targeted at the application of setting up automatic payments using PayTo. 

Using the research findings, we put forward a user experience that businesses looking to implement 

PayTo into their product experiences. 
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How to use this guide

How to use this guide

This guide puts forward tips on how to best communicate the value of PayTo and where in the user journey 

you should do it. We also recommend specific communications that should be sent out to best keep your 

users informed about where they are in the PayTo user journey. 

This guide is compiled to answer the following questions

cW How should my business funnel payers into PayToD

bW How can I optimise my UX to increase PayTo activationD

FW How can I migrate my existing direct debit payers to PayTN

ZW What do I do if a payer suspends a PayTo agreementD

SW What do I do if a payer cancels a PayTo agreement?

Related material

This guide should be used in conjunction with the 

follow documents�

� Mandated Payments Service Customer 

Experience Requirements and Guidelines (v6.0p

� PayTo Identity Guidelines (v1.0p

� PayTo Messaging Matrix (v1.0)
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How should my business funnel payers into PayTo?
! Acquisition

3

Payer enters user flow 

where they can setup 

automatic payments

Personal details

The payer provides their 

details-

8 Nam'

8 Contact detail0

8 Addres0

8 Billing No.

More details on slide 17

Payment Method

Payer selects the method 

of paymentv

8 Bank accounl

8 BSB/Acct.nf

8 PayI`

8 Credit card

More details on slide 18-19

Legacy direct-debit 

confirmation

Payer confirms their 

details and agrees to 

enter a legacy based 

direct-debit agreement.

Legacy sign up 

complete

PayTo confirmation

Payer confirms the 

details they entered.


At the same time PayTo 

is introduced and 

explained to them.

More details on slide 20

Merchant (Azupay) 

creates mandate.

Agreement 

confirmation email

Merchant sends an email 

to the payer confirming 

agreement creation and 

next steps.

More details on slide 22

How to authorise 

PayTo?

Payer is explained how 

to authorise the 

agreement.

More details on slide 21

Payment method 

supports PayTo?
Next Next

No

YesYes Next
Activation


(next page)

Payer goes to 

their internet 

banking
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Validating if the payers entered account has PayTo activate

Arrive on payment details page

Display credit card fields Display bank account options

Display BSB & Acct.No fields

Display PayTo logo and tool tipDo nothing else

Legacy drect debit flow PayTo sign up flow

Display error state and assistive text

Display PayID field

Credit card or 

bank account

BSB/Acct.No


or PayID

Does account 

support PayTo?

Does account 

support PayTo?

CTA (Next) CTA (Next)

Yes

No No

PayIDBSB/Acct.No

CC BA

Yes

In the short term, only some bank accounts will have PayTo activated. Merchants will need to facilitate payers signing 

up using PayTo as well as the legacy method. We believe letting the choice be open to the payer will cause confusion 

as there could be a high chance they do not know what PayTo is and as a result not choose it. 


Adding the option to specify their account using their PayID will add some complexity. Unlike BSB and account 

number, which can be accepted for both PayTo and the legacy method, PayID can only be accepted for PayTo. As 

not all PayID connected bank accounts will be activated for PayTo, if PayTo is not supported, the merchant will need 

to provide feedback to the payer that their PayID will not work.

Recommendations

J\ If the merchant wants to offer the option to specify BSB/Acct.no or PayID, make the default choice BSB/Acct.no\

I\ When the payer enters their account details (BSB/Acct.No or PayID) provide instant feedback\

R\ If the account (BSB/Acct.No or PayID) supports PayTo, display a mini PayTo logo with a tooltip that provides a 

short description of PayTo. 

;\ If the BSB/Acct.No does not support PayTo, do nothing and let them proceed via the legacy method\

M\ If the PayID does not support PayTo, display an error state and assistive text explaining ‘This PayID does not 

support automatic payments’. 

(See Appendix 2.1b

(See Appendix 2.2)
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The PayTo sign up confirmation

What is PayTo and PayTo 

agreements?:

= PayTo is an Australian wide, bank-

secured platform for making bank 

transfers-

= Your account is already set up to 

use it-

= PayTo lets you see and manage all 

your recurring payment 

agreements in one place. 

Do I need to sign up?:

= You don’t need to set anything up. 

PayTo is active on select bank 

accounts throughout Australia. 

How is PayTo different to PayID?

= PayID is a quick and simple way to 

specify which account you want to 

use to setup a PayTo agreement.

Step 1/2 


Verify your details before creating the agreement

Next

By clicking ‘Next’ I confirm I have read and accept  associated with submitting this 

application online. By submitting this form for processing I request and authorise Azupay on behalf of City Water, 

to debit my/our nominated bank account through an established PayTo agreement. The PayTo agreement is not 

finalised until the agreement is authorised inside the my internet banking. I/We must pay you when the bill is due 

under the arrangement between us.

the terms and conditions

Personal Details

Payment number 1234 5678 9236

Contact phone number 0438 456 879

Email number Alice_smith@gmail.com

Account details

PayID Alice_smith@gmail.com

Debit details

Frequency Once every quarter

Preferred billing date 15th of the billing month

1

2

3

4

In response to the payer providing a PayTo supported bank account, the merchant displays this PayTo sign up 

confirmation screen. Functionally, this page needs to accomplish the following�

� Let the payer review the information they have provided up to this point{

� Allow the payer to agree for the merchant (and Azupay) to generate a PayTo agreement.


In addition to the functional requirements this screen needs to�

� Explains what PayTo is, the value and emphasise that they’re already set up for i�

� Create trust in a system they have not used before{

� Let them know there are additional steps in the process compared to legacy direct debit sign up.


You want to do this because you want to reduce the instances of payers dropping off because they’re don’t 

understand or are unprepared to trust this new service.

Recommendations

Ä{ Merchants need to explain what is PayTo. Key messaging to get across here are: 

� PayTo is a platform built as part of your bank, and you’re already set up to use it{

� PayTo for the first time gives payers control over their automatic payments{

Ã{ Create trust by recognising the Payers bank and incorporating their logo into the layout. 

¼{ Make it clear that set up is not complete and the payer has multiple steps to finish authorising the 

agreement. We’ve illustrated this by�

� Step counter and progress bar. 

� ‘Next’ as the CTA communicates that this is not the conclusion. 

(1Ô

(2Ô

(3Ô

(4)
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Further instructions on PayTo

As this is probably the first time most payers will have used PayTo, merchants need to provide further information 

about the next steps for the payer. Functionally, this page needs to accomplish the following�

# Explain what’s required next as we cannot assume everyone will get or see a notification from their banking app.


In addition to the functional requirements this screen needs to�

# Make it explicit that their setup is not complete�

# Encourage payers to log into the bank to review the agreemen0

# Encourage payers to actually authorise the agreement.


You want to do this because�

# We want to avoid payers from losing interest and not authorising the agreement�

# We want to avoid payers thinking that the setup is complete.

Recommendations

ws Break down the steps of authorising into a few steps. 

ps Be specific with the instructions in regards to the bank. If you know their account is a CBA account, make the 1st 

instructions to be ‘Access your Commonwealth Netbank’ 

rs Be specific when referencing the pending agreement, i.e. ‘Open the pending agreement named “Azupay on 

behalf of …”’ 

Os Communicate that they have 5 days to authorise, or the pending agreement will expire. 

Hs Display the same terms which will appear in their internet banking. 

Gs Further encourage the payer by listing the value of PayTo and the value it creates for them.

(1y

(2y

(3y

(4y

(5y

What has happened

¢ We’ve created a PayTo agreement 

that will appear in your internet 

banking

What do I do now?

¢ Login securely into your internet 

banking to authorise the 

agreementµ

¢ You have 5 days before this 

agreement expires.

Why should I authorise?

¢ PayTo agreements give you 

visibility and control over all your 

recurring payments.

Step 2/2 


Follow these steps to authorise your PayTo agreement. 

Log into your Commonwealth Netbank1

Navigate to your PayTo agreements2

Review the pending agreement labelled ‘Azupay on behalf of City 

Water’

3

Review and authorise the agreement4

Payee Azupay on behalf of Sydney Water

Frequency Once every quarter

Preferred billing date 15th of the billing month

Amount No limit specified

Start date 17th March 2022

End date No end date

You will see these terms when reviewing

1

2

3
4

5
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How can I optimise my UX to increase PayTo activation?

  2. Activation

PayTo authorisation 

(Bank interface)

Payer accesses their 

internet banking to 

authorise the PayTo 

agreement

Agreement has expired

PayTo sign up complete

Re-engaging the Payer

Re-engage payer to see 

if they want to use PayTo 

(or AzuPayID).

More details on slide 9

Authorised agreement 

follow up email

Send payer confirmation 

that the agreement has 

been confirmed

More details on slide 11

Automatic merchant 

side confirmation

Display a confirmation 

screen to the payer from 

within the merchants 

site.

More details on slide 10

Has 5 days elapsed?

Payer goes to 

their internet 

banking

No

Yes

Wait till their next bill is 

generateed and sent.

Merchant (Azupay) 

recieves confirmation of 

agreement authorisation.

8

Continue on 

from page 3
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Re-engaging the Payer

If the payer has let their PayTo agreement expire, it could be a good time for the 

merchant to re-engage them by email the next time a bill is due.


In general, payers appreciated seeing one-off payment options offered as they 

understood that they still needed to pay their bill. 


In the email, prompting the payer to re-establish a new PayTo agreement at this time 

was an acceptable proposition. As an alternative, encouraging them with the option to 

make a one-off payment instead was also appreciated. The payers we interviewed 

were familiar with PayID, and most recognised the ease of paying to a merchant’s 

AzuPayID.

Recommendations

_a It’s acceptable to re-engage the payer after letting a PayTo agreement lapse. We 

recommend sequencing these comms alongside a new bill being generateda

^a This is a good opportunity to offer PayTo and AzuPayID payment options. 

Ra Visual hierarchy is important. Showing the payments options you want the user to 

adopt first will make the payment option stand out and increase the chance of user 

adoption.[

Fa It's expected that these payment options would also appear in the users' PDF 

verison of their bill from the merchant.

(1i

1
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Automatic merchant side confirmation

Instant and automatic

Upon the payer authorising the agreement, the merchant platform should refresh 

instantly, displaying important summary information. The payers we interviewed all 

believed seeing confirmation from the merchants was important feedback, especially 

since PayTo was something new and it was their first experience.

Recommendations

`Z The page should be navigated to automatically, triggered by the merchant when 

they recieve confirmation of the authorisation.
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Authorised agreement follow up email

Payers have up to 5 days to authorise the agreement. Because the merchant does 

not know when the payer will authorise the payment and payers believe seeing some 

form of confirmation from the merchant to be important the merchants should send 

their own confirmation email after the payer has authorised the agreement. The 

contents of this email should be the same as the content the merchant shows on their 

confirmation screen in their platform. 


This might include�

� Order/customer reference No,

� First payment dat/

� Service information

Recommendations

a, The merchant should send a confirmation of their own to the payer once the 

PayTo agerement is approved. 

F, The email should contain the same content that would appear on the confirmation 

screen within the merchant’s platform. 

(1b

1

This is an example of the 

same content on the 

merchant’s confirmation 

screen being sent in an 

email. We’re not suggesting 

this information specifically 

need to sent the payers in 

this email.
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How can I migrate my existing direct debit payers to PayTo?

  2a. Activation (via migration)

Create and authorise 

agreement after 14 days

Merchant makes no 

change

Payer doesn’t


opt out?

Payer has an existing 

legacy direct debit 

agreement

PayTo upgrade email

Merchant emails payer 

notifying them of the 

PayTo upgrade

More details on next page
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PayTo upgrade/migration email

The NPPA allows Merchants to transfer existing direct debit customers over to PayTo if the following conditions are 

met�

�� Merchants must inform payers of the change 14 days ahead of time�

�� Merchants must give payers the option to opt-out before the transfer date. 


Payers are OK with merchants making upgrades or changes to their service as long as nothing will change to their 

original payment set-up, bill rates, fees, and users do not need to do anything further to make the change happen. 


Automatically transferring customers to PayTo is acceptable and should lead to a high rate of existing payers using 

the PayTo service. 

Recommendations

�� Automatically transferring existing users to the PayTo service should lead to higher payer signup�

�� Letting the payer know there will be no changes to their payment setup and that no further action is required on 

their end is very important and should be placed at the start of the email. Giving the user a high degree of comfort 

and allowing them to be OK with the change.

T� Selling PayTo as a secure upgrade that works with their bank will allow payers to feel more comfortable with the 

decision to transfer over. 

N� Merchants must give payers the option to opt out before the transfer date, we suggest adding this towards the 

bottom of the email, and the date they need to opt out by will be transparent to the user when further action is 

required.  

 (1q

(2q

(3)

1

3

2

2
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What do I do if a payer suspends a PayTo agreement?

  3. Retention

Payer suspends 

their PayTo 

agreement in their 

internet banking

PayTo suspension 

follow up email

The merchant sends a 

email acknowledging the 

payer has suspended 

their existing agreement.

More details on next page

Merchant (Azupay) 

recieves confirmation of 

agreement suspension.
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Suspended agreement follow up email

Suspending a PayTo agreement is an entirely new concept for payers. When a payer suspends their agreement, the 

NPPA has set up the following guidelines;

�; Suspending doesn't stop pre existing service obligations with merchants;

�; Merchants and Payers will both have the option to deactivate agreements on the payers' behalf.2

 ; PayTo agreements will only start again once the original person who deactivated the agreement manually 

reactivates the PayTo agreement;

,; Payers will have the option to make a new “one-off” payment via PayTo. Selecting this option will not affect their 

original PayTo agreement date. 


We observed that there may be confusion around what suspending achieves. Some payers believed that it was for 

one cycle, after which it would automatically resume.

Recommendations

�; Inform payers that suspending the PayTo agreement will stop their recurring payments and not their service;

�; Informing the user that they or their merchant will need to reactive their original PayTo agreement should be high 

up on the email to bring attention to how suspending an agreement works and what actions are still pending from 

the payer.2

 ; If a bill is due for that month, giving the user additional options for payment on the bill email and bill is 

recommended.2

,; If the payer doesn’t automatically reactive their account after 5 days, we recommend  additional follow up emails 

to inform the user that they need to reactivate their agreement to continue to have direct debits deducted from 

their account.

Hi {payer},



You have suspended your agreement for 'Azupay on behalf of City 
Water' to debit your account for recurring payments.



You have an upcoming bill for $350 that is due on 20.03.2021.



What does this meanu

t Your account is still active with us and we continue to bill you for 
services used¥

t Payments will not automatically start again after this payment cycle. 
If you could like deductions to start again you must ‘reactive’ your 
PayTo agreement. We have added instructions on how to do this 
below.  



To pay for this bill you have these options:

1 Reactivate the PayTo agreement in your internet banking and be 
debited as per your original PayTo agreement date.

2 Choose a different debit date and pay with a one off PayTo agreement.

One-off PayTo payment

3 Login to your banking app, select pay someone, followed by PayID, copy 
the unique email address below and add your bill amount. 

234987-water-bill@citywater.com.au

4 Pay traditionally by using BPay or visiting a post office.

1

2

2

3
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What do I do if a payer cancels a PayTo agreement?

  3. Retention

Payer cancels their 

PayTo agreement 

in their internet 

banking

PayTo cancellation 

follow up email

The merchant sends a 

email acknowledging the 

payer has cancelled 

their existing agreement.

More details on next page

Merchant (Azupay) 

recieves confirmation of 

agreement cancelation.
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Cancelled agreement follow up email

2

5

3

4
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Suspending a PayTo agreement is an entirely new concept for payers. When a payer suspends their agreement, the 

NPPA has set up the following guidelinesA

�A Suspending doesn't stop pre existing service obligations with merchantsA

�A Merchants and Payers will both have the option to deactivate agreements on the payers' behalf.8

&A PayTo agreements will only start again once the original person who deactivated the agreement manually 

reactivates the PayTo agreementA

2A Payers will have the option to make a new “one-off” payment via PayTo. Selecting this option will not affect their 

original PayTo agreement date. 


Payers understanding of suspending was for a limited time; however, they believed suspending would only be for one 

payment cycle and expected merchants to start their agreement automatically for the next payment cycle. All payers 

knew that suspending a payment would not stop any pre existing terms or service agreements already held with their 

merchant.

Recommendations

sb Inform payers that suspending the PayTo agreement will stop their recurring payments and not their service. 

qb Informing the user that they or their merchant will need to reactive their original PayTo agreement should be high 

up on the email to bring attention to how suspending an agreement works and what actions are still pending from 

the payer. 8

`b If a bill is due for that month, giving the user additional options for payment on the bill email and bill is 

recommended. 

Qb If the payer doesn’t automatically reactive their account after 5 days, we recommend additional follow up emails 

to inform the user that they need to reactivate their agreement to continue to have direct debits deducted from 

their account.

(1w

(2)

(3w



Appendix
1.1 Payment method validation and tool tip

1.2 PayID input field error state and assistive text
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1.1 Payment method validation and tool tip 19
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1.2 PayID input field error state and assistive text 20
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